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The workshop, held  December 12-14, 1994 in Annapolis, Maryland,  was sponsored*

by three centers in the Consultative Group for International Agricultural Research (CGIAR)
as part of the inter-center initiative on Alternatives to Slash-and-Burn Agriculture
(ASB)—the International Centre for Research in Agroforestry (ICRAF—the lead center for
ASB), the International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI), and the Center for
International Forestry Research (CIFOR)—as well as the Natural Resources Institute (NRI),
based in the UK.  A proceedings volume is currently being prepared by representatives from
IFPRI, ICRAF, and CIFOR. 

The workshop is part of a broader, multi-institutional initiative on Alternatives to Slash-
and-Burn Agriculture (ASB), led by ICRAF.

Julie Witcover and Stephen A. Vosti are Research Analyst and Research Fellow,**

respectively in the Environment & Production Technology Division (EPTD) of the
International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI).

WORKSHOP ON NON-TIMBER TREE PRODUCT (NTTP) MARKET
RESEARCH  *

Julie Witcover and Stephen A. Vosti**

1.  WHY NTTP MARKETS?  JUSTIFICATION AND OVERVIEW OF
WORKSHOP

    These are yet early days in the search for mechanisms that reflect concerns over both

poverty alleviation and appropriate natural resource management in tropical environments.

The search grows out of a rising awareness that answering the needs of these areas' human

inhabitants may well be a sine qua non for environmental success, and vice versa.  Frequently

found on the "short lists" of planners, policy makers, aid donors, non-governmental

organizations (NGOs), and farmers themselves for such mechanisms have been non-timber

forest products (NTFPs)— items such as medicinal plants, tropical fruits, and building poles,

extractable from forest environments and inherently suited to tropical ecosystems (more so

than annual cropping systems, especially in areas with poor soils).  Indigenous products
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already in use have come under closer study, while speculation continues regarding potential

uses for a raft of other products.  Although NTFPs play an important role in the subsistence

of inhabitants in some areas, those interested in them usually pin their hopes on the promise

of markets, of graduation from subsistence, for realizing potential gains from NTFPs for

economic growth, for poverty alleviation (through employment generation, for instance), and

for more widespread conservation of the natural resource base.  If such markets thrive, one

argument goes, tropical forests will be more highly valued, creating a greater incentive for

their conservation; what's more, farmers will also have additional incentive to re-forest—plant

and cultivate trees on farms. 

Yet a central policy question persists:  how much potential do these products' markets,

in the short- and long-term future, for alleviating poverty and preserving the environment?

On the answer to this will hinge (in part) the allocation of resources for research in this area.

And, many practical questions arise surrounding the market scenario described above—for

example: how much demand (and where) exists for these products?  Who (individuals,

cooperatives, or other groups of institutions) has the skills/capital needed to market (in an

advertising as well as distribution sense) them?  Who will produce/process the products (and

will it be more profitable than alternative resource uses)?  Are the poor likely to benefit?  Will

products be harvested/extracted from privately owned property, common property, or open

access areas, and with what consequences for the environment under each regime?  Under

what circumstances might production shift from forest to farm, and with what consequences

for poverty and the environment?  What production processes, at what levels of production,

can preserve the habitat?  And, finally, which products are most likely to meet with success,
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 In the shift from NTFPs to NTTPs, some items—such as animal products—are1

dropped from focus.  Still, lessons derived for NTTPs may be applicable to other marketable
forest products.

how quickly, and for how long?  This workshop brought together economists,

environmentalists, policy analysts, anthropologists, and market specialists to discuss how

answers may be found to such practical questions surrounding demand, supply, distribution,

and marketing of one subcategory of NTFPs of particular interest to policy makers—non-

timber tree products (NTTPs).1

By focussing on the tree rather than the forest, workshop discussions embraced

products able to make the cross-over from natural forest to agroforest or farm cultivation,

thereby including products feasible, for example, in the drylands of Africa in addition to those

workable in the humid tropical forest margins.  By concentrating on markets rather than on

NTTP activities per se, workshop organizers prompted explicit consideration of an

entrepreneurial perspective, with its issues of finding and/or creating demand, of covering

costs in processing and distribution, and of marketing itself—complete with implications of

incorporating environmental concerns within such a perspective.  By emphasizing research

methods, workshop sessions began to pinpoint ways in which the study of NTTP markets

parallels as well as diverges from that of other, more familiar agricultural product markets

(with research methods often available in the former instance, but lacking in the latter).

Indeed, NTTP market studies probably must ultimately be linked to study of other product

markets, or market performance more generally, for the sites in question. Perhaps most

fundamentally, by keeping in mind ultimate policy objectives for paying attention to NTTP

markets (poverty alleviation and environmental preservation), workshop participants tried to
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 The focus on policy by no means implied that participants had a predilection for public2

sector action to promote NTTPs, as will be discussed further below.  Policy prescriptions
could include areas in which the public sector might be proscribed from acting, or might
prompt NGO or private sector activity. 

trace how scenarios could develop under which NTTP markets might work against, rather

than for, desired objectives (e.g., successful marketing could lead to overharvesting of a

product, or to a change in production process that might damage the surrounding habitat).

Indeed, in these "early days" for NTTP market research, the group lamented, little is

known regarding how or why scenarios unfold as they do, in other words, about the dynamics

of NTTP market development, and, consequently, what policy makers or others might do to

promote these processes.  Not surprising, then, was the widespread frustration felt over the

difficulty of "picking a winner" among the myriad NTTPs (a product that can, once on the

market, raise incomes while preserving the natural resource base).  As a way of approaching

this unknown within what may seem like an elusive subject for study—with NTTP markets

emerging suddenly or gradually, some to thrive, and others to disappear—the group

concentrated on identifying conceptual and methodological "stumbling blocks" impeding

systematic examination of NTTP markets, plus possible ways to ease or remove them.

Keeping in mind implications of scenarios discussed for the twin goals of economic growth

to alleviate poverty and improved environmental management, and the potential role for

policy , workshop sessions were devoted to the following topics:2

C general conceptual issues—a) examining the role of NTTP market activities (for
example, their scope, importance to the poor as subsistence product or income source,
their impact on the environment), b) as part of economic activities more broadly within
NTTP areas, which are often characterized by imperfectly functioning markets, c)
paying special attention to the interaction among various actors such as the public
sector, the private sector—including traders and entrepreneurs, firms and small
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 Markets that function imperfectly, seasonally, unpredictably, or varying substantially3

by product.

producers, NGOs, with varying objectives, skills, and resources at their disposal, d)
within or across various geographic and/or administrative boundaries delineated as
village, region, state, nation, or international;

C priority research issues—identifying topics that set the study of NTTP markets apart
from those of other agricultural product markets, and require further investigation,
such as political economy, property rights, environmental externalities, and multiple
sourcing of supply; and 

C research methods—exploring how best to apply existing methods, for instance via
combinations or sequencing of methods, as well as outlining critical gaps in methods
and how to start to fill these gaps.

As the discussion of several case studies in light of the above issues was instrumental

in bringing to light obstacles that may stand in the way of putting research or marketing plans

into action, they will be referred to in the discussion below.

2.  FROM CONCEPTUAL ISSUES TO RESEARCH ISSUES—NTTP MARKETS
WITHIN A DEVELOPMENT PERSPECTIVE

MARKETS, OR LACK OF MARKETS?

Perhaps not surprisingly for a workshop on markets, market failure and partially

functioning markets  received considerable attention.  The topic emerged repeatedly in3

relation to not only NTTPs themselves, but a wide range of other "products" directly or

indirectly connected to NTTPs:  substitutes, complements, intermediate products, products

using similar marketing or distribution channels, or inputs into the production process such

as labor, land, or other natural resource.
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 Workshop participants discussed the point that an influx of market activity may4

accompany the deterioration of just such mechanisms—for example, common property
regulations that preserve a habitat—that may not be market based.  This point will be taken

The group emphasized that successful marketing of any given NTTP would need to

take account of this wider "net" of market relationships.  Some suggested using a "product

flow" timeline tracing the market interactions at each stage of production from

harvest/extraction through intermediate and final processing, through intermediate and final

consumption to illustrate market interactions and their potential for "snagging" the marketing

chain.  Both site characteristics (e.g., quality and type of infrastructure, accessibility of

marketplace, natural resource base, etc.) and product characteristics (e.g., perishability,

seasonality, etc.) could be incorporated into such a timeline to yield a more complete picture

of the market situation for a given NTTP.  In addition, the group urged that the common

practice of using the term "market" to refer indiscriminately to supply, demand, marketplace,

the act of "marketing," or some combination of these, must give way to greater precision in

research discussions.

More generally, little is known about how markets, or "nets" of markets—NTTPs

included—emerge in areas undergoing development, especially during commercializa-tion's

early stages.   Particularly in areas with missing or underdeveloped food markets (where

poverty may be more widespread), the need for food security may well steer potential

producers away from NTTPs altogether, or slow their supply response.  And, also crucially

for this workshop's topic, even where markets function reasonably well, inadequate

mechanisms exist to value accurately environmental "services" of NTTPs or their

habitats —and negative environmental externalities of natural resource management practices4
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up again below.

may continue. 

Yet participants did not conclude that public sector action always and everywhere

would be required to help NTTP (or other markets) function.  Rather, several of the case

studies presented underlined a potential role for grass-roots action (local forestry initiatives

in India), and NGOs (examples from Latin America) to promote entrepreneurial activities

based on NTTPs—which the public sector could choose to support.  Before worrying too

much about how to allocate activities to "appropriate" actors (thought likely to vary by

context in any case), participants wondered how to set up a system that would enhance

incentives for appropriate natural resource management as well as open opportunities for

improved living—through reliance on markets, through collective action, or through these in

combination with other mechanisms?  And, the group was concerned whether such a system,

once set up, would be:  a) durable (sustainable) with respect to its objectives; and b) replicable

in a variety of contexts, or expandable in a given context (these issues receive additional

consideration below).

THE IMPORTANCE OF "WHO"—ACTORS IN NTTP MARKETS

That is not to say, however, that the group felt that "who does what" makes no

difference—far from it.  Coming from having to confront operational issues, participants

agreed that any conceptual framework must incorporate who the primary actors in promoting

markets are likely or ought to be.

More specifically, participants wondered how to know in a particular context what
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 Types of actors include those from the public (from ministries to agricultural5

extension) and private (from smallholder, to firm, to trader) sectors, NGOs, and researchers.

 The level may be local, regional, or national, or cut across these, circumscribed by6

administrative boundaries in the case of public sector actors, or by market scope in the  case
of private sector actors.

division and sequence of labor among actors might prove successful—as in one case study

where an international NGO took on functions of marketing and, initially, accounting for a

local cooperative as a means for getting production off the ground.  Such decisions,

participants thought, spell success or failure for a particular policy or other market

intervention, since different types of actor  with different geographical/administrative purviews5    6

may have varying objectives and resources.  Thinking about actors in terms of such categories

and levels has its uses in terms of understanding conflicting objectives and for outreach

purposes, but can be misleading:  the group cautioned against oversimplified characterizations

of individuals, institutes, etc. as belonging to any one of the above categories.  Actors more

often represent a "hybrid" between categories, perhaps working across geographic boundaries

(as a trader might), reflecting certain characteristics of each.  Resources available to types of

actor, moreover, probably influence interactions across actors—widespread poverty within

a community, for example, may constrain prospects for collective natural resource

management.

Nonetheless, or perhaps as a result of this complexity, the group called attention to the

need to better understand the interactions among actors of different types and at different

levels (deemed a question of political economy—see section below on priority research
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 Included under the rubric of political economy was communication between7

researchers and policy makers.  Researchers, it was felt, need to design research so as to
generate results more readily usable by or relevant to policy makers' concerns, while
responding to the needs/concerns/perspectives of the ultimate "users," the rural poor
themselves.

 The group neither attempted to pin down this dichotomy in terms of exact definitions,8

nor implied either that local stimuli are always endogenous, or external stimuli always
exogenous, since to do so would require precisely the type of understanding currently lacking
regarding the functioning. 

issues),  and the formal and informal institutions that shape those interactions.  When NTTP market7

success requires complex interactions among types of actors and across levels, some participants were

concerned that those successes might not be readily replicable elsewhere, given current knowledge, or

only at great cost.

Too little is understood about how institutions at different levels not only function from day to

day, but also change in response to "local" or "outside," or endogenous vs. exogenous  stimuli—and8

how quickly.  That consensus, while general, emerged after consider-able debate using the

case studies as a "jumping off point" to touch on several central issues regarding what type

of action, by whom, and at what level, should be undertaken in this, as in other, development

initiatives.

A brief look at one African case study will serve as the jumping off point here.  One

village, because of a trader's visit, "discovered" market value in gum extractable from local

trees through a process that did not harm the tree.  Local incomes rose (although equity

implications remained unclear), societal rules regarding the common property areas containing

the trees began to transform (into what it is as yet to soon to tell), and travel frequency to the

nearest marketplace where the gum was sold increased dramatically.  This—so far

environmentally friendly—income-boosting change "evolved" or "occurred" without any
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 In fact, there was some discussion on whether the fact that the new NTTP activity in9

this case did not harm the environment contributed at all to its success within the village, or
merely fortuitous!  The issue of how to balance market viability with environmental
"friendliness" was to reappear frequently throughout workshop sessions.

 For example, a second African case study was presented in which government efforts10

to  preserve forests surrounding a capital city revolved around giving a community control
over management of nearby forests, plus incentives for its preservation.

specific local, national, or international NGO or government involvement.  It was thus taken

as evidence of "spontaneous" local institutional change in response to a market demand that,

while emanating from outside the community (in the form of the trader), was neither so swift

nor so strong as to overwhelm community norms (just to act as a catalyst to change). More

than arguing from this case that this situation is widely replicable,  participants did agree that9

this component—local institutional development and change—is under researched, and likely

to play a critical role even in situations where "external" involvement takes place on a more

massive scale.10
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3.  THE IMPORTANCE OF "WHERE" AND "HOW
MUCH"—"APPROPRIATE" SCOPE OF NEW NTTP MARKETS?

Out of the above discussion came another, more general question:  do new NTTP

markets stand a better chance of enduring without harm to the environment if they're built up

locally, relying on local demand and supply, and, implicitly, societal conditions, then move

gradually into larger (greater volume and/or spatially more diffuse) markets at the regional,

national, or international level, or if they "jump" directly into one of the latter?  It's a question

that touches on not only market viability—demand, supply, and the human, natural, and

financial resources that support these—but also environmental "viability."  If the latter has a

cost, ran a recurrent theme in this discussion, how is it to be captured within a market-based

concern?  Two case studies about NGO initiatives provided contrasting situations that

illuminate some of the issues involved, and underscore the group's concerns with the

durability and replicability of solutions.

In one case, an NGO sought markets internationally for NTTPs in conjunction with

locally formed cooperatives, arranging to bring in, then build, market-based expertise ranging

from product selection to accounting procedures where none previously existed.  This plan

succeeded in boosting local incomes and creating incentives for preservation of local habitats.

Finding such markets can be a costly process, however, perhaps prohibitively so for a local

concern without outside financial assistance, but the rewards of tapping into a developed

country demand will likely include higher profit margins, with the possibility of exploiting a
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 It was felt that, over time, companies that market "green-labeled" products will face11

two pressures:  to make their production and accounting process transparent so that
consumers can verify "greenness"; and to withstand scrutiny regarding the environmental
friendliness of their operations and products more broadly.

"green premium" —additional price borne by the consumer in support of the environment.11

If such markets are found, however, the original supplier could be supplanted by new

producers elsewhere who may lower their costs by ignoring environmental considerations

regarding limits of extraction or simply by locating closer to the point of demand.  In fact,

such a cooperative may need to diversify into  a series of local products to become a

"durable" concern.  In the case study, the international NGO had begun to help in this

process.  The NGO encountered many other practical problems by "learning-by-doing", for

instance, a local cooperative just getting started may not have the capacity to meet even the

smallest increment of supply demanded by an international company.  With the seemingly

heavy investment required to "start up" such a market link, in terms of finding and maintaining

demand or building up local human capital vis-a-vis marketing, some participants wondered

whether success would likely be:  a) broadly replicable or expandable; b) durable if the NGO

ceased its support; or c) as successful in its long-term effect on the local environment and

welfare.

A second NGO discussed took a different tack, but similar issues arose.  In this case,

the NGO effort to produce and sell NTTPs locally was part of a broader development project

with aims of income generation, heightened environmental awareness, and improved

community cohesion, and an interdisciplinary team including ecologists, anthropologists, and

economists.  Participants felt that, if successful, the scenario might well be "durable," although
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perhaps not widely replicable:  in this case, too, "start up" investments were extremely high,

among them attempts to identify likely NTTP candidates for successful marketing.  And, as

before, market demands created some incentives to make the production process less

environmentally sustainable:  ecologists and economists haggled over production thresholds

that wouldn't overstep nature's limits but still allowed for some profits from consumers who

were less likely able to bear a "green premium."

In the course of these discussions, some practical marketing points emerged:  both

NGOs found it considerably more difficult to "jump start" a market for a new category of

product than to find and market products that could fit into and build off an existing market

niche, and  both came to value the flexibility that accompanied marketing of intermediate vs.

final products.  However, the group turned from marketing concerns to focus on what was

felt to be a less- examined issue:  environmental impact of NTTP production.  Both NGOs

took specific efforts to ensure that what was produced for the market would not harm the

environment, and found that it needed to cover this cost somehow—either in the market itself

via a "green premium," or by a "green subsidy" provided, in essence, by the NGO.  This raised

a broader issue of how the cost of environmental externalities (once valued), can be captured:

 to whom should they accrue—producer, consumer, the public more broadly?  If added to

production costs for only one set of producers (for example, those involved in a given

development project), that set of producers may lose out in the market to others without such

costs.

But how to know where environmental impact of NTTP markets might be the greatest

as those markets evolve?   The division of supply across multiple source areas—a single
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producer who extracts from trees under varying property regimes, for example, or groups of

producers clustered spatially—may provide important hints as to where supply response

might be most rapid, and with what ramifications for the spatial distribution of environmental

impact.  For example, supply response from open access areas may be predictable enough to

know when a resource might be exploited past its ability to rebound.  More generally, the

group felt that property rights regimes under which NTTP production takes place—from

usufruct rights to common property trees, to owned trees in common property areas, to

owned trees on owned land—could go far in influencing who produces, where, and with what

environmental impact. 

NTTP MARKETS—PRIORITY RESEARCH TOPICS

From the wide-ranging mix of conceptual and practical issues encountered in studying

and working with NTTP markets, participants identified the following topics as priorities for

research:

C political economy (especially local formal and informal institutions, and mechanisms
for building/changing these);

C environmental externalities (both positive and negative—their measurement,
valuation, and how to internalize their cost);
C property rights (its impact both on the decision to produce as well as the likelihood
of that production will create environmental externalities); and

C multiple sourcing of supply (regarding the likely areas for expanded production, and
probable environmental consequences).

In addition, the group emphasized that we need a way to predict nascent demand in
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emerging markets, getting some idea of price and income elasticities of demand, including

demand for particular NTTP attributes such as environmental friendliness, and how they may

change over time.

RESEARCH METHODS FOR NTTP MARKETS—AVAILABLE TOOLS, GAPS, AND
ISSUES

In general, the group felt that some standard tools of marketing and resource allocation

studies can and should be applied to NTTP issues, but often have not been.  Some examples

mentioned were the multi-product nature of NTTPs, a problem also confronted in marketing

dairy products, for example, and their perishability, a problem faced in marketing other fruit,

such as strawberries.  Why these standard tools have not as yet been applied to many NTTP

cases is quite another question, and one that received some attention at the workshop.  Part

of the answer may lie in the fact that the objectives and resources of those who have done

case studies of particular NTTPs are often strictly defined, and may not encompass such

research.  Either expertise in such matters needs to be recruited for specific studies, or

innovative methods of generating easier-to-integrate methods to collect the necessary

information by non-experts needs to be devised.  Finally, the role of policy makers’ interest

in a research topic as impetus to filling research gaps was acknowledged: that many policy

makers continue to view NTTP activities or actors as marginal may explain the persistence

of research gaps.

There was also consensus that much could be gained by combining standard tools in

non-standard ways.  Subjective approaches largely employed by anthropologists, rural

sociologists, and political scientists (such as rural appraisal techniques) could characterize
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study areas, then more data-driven approaches such as household or community quantitative

surveys, or market studies frequently employed by economists could explore the variation of

situations within those characterizations.  But these methods are still being fleshed out, as a

look at suggestions for handling the priority research issues confirms:  

C The economic "tool kit" for approaching political economy issues through game
theory or institutional economics is growing, but remains limited and highly theoretical.
Rural appraisal methods may yield information as regards alliances, and institutions, but
requires careful application by a trained team. 

C The complexity and variety of property rights situations may make them amenable to
rural appraisal methods followed by more in-depth anthropological techniques,
followed finally by more quantitative field work guided by the earlier findings.  Cross-
site comparative research may be complicated, at least initially, by the number of
different resource tenure situations (development of resource tenure typologies may
make these differences easier to analyze systematically).

C As for environmental externalities, methods for measuring ecological disturbances
(such as species disappearance or soil loss) associated with NTTP
extraction/production need to be more widely employed, while methods for valuing
them (among them, contingent valuation) are refined.  Some participants were not
optimistic about prospects for such valuation, as market prices for components of
ecosystems being disturbed either do not exist, or vary dramatically over time and from
place to place.  Techniques employing market prices must take these generally
incomplete, variable, and highly site-specific market signals into account.

C Multiple sourcing research will have to integrate spatial information on the natural
resource base, possibly charting vulnerable areas, and property rights regimes, perhaps
using Geographic Information Systems (GIS), into more traditional household surveys
or market studies.
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For new or emerging markets, there may be a role for "learning-by-doing." For

example, in collaboration with a trader, researchers could explore the "demand curve" by

observing response as various quantities are released for sale.  This linking of market and

marketing research may be essential, especially in assessing potential for introducing

previously un-traded NTTPs into markets.

Related to choice of research tool, participants grappled with questions of sampling

frame and unit of measurement.  Since much of the empirical work undertaken in association

with NTTP market research is likely to (at least initially) be cross-sectional in nature, sample

selection issues become extremely important.  But what should be the basis of the sample?

The product itself, as traced through the production, marketing, and consumption processes?

The household, since household resource allocation issues are at the heart of NTTP

production and distribution and consumption activities?  The watershed, or other ecologically

delineated geographic area, since many of the environmental degradation issues associated

with NTTP extraction or production would be best viewed from this perspective?  The

community, in light of the importance of local institutions and property rights norms?  The

answer will likely vary with the subcomponent of research—but the question remains

regarding how information from these various units of observation (households, communities,

watersheds) can be integrated for analysis.

Once the sampling frame is defined, how to assure that the sample selected is

representative, so that the findings of research are more broadly generalizable?  Participants

placed a premium on using in-depth initial qualitative and quantitative studies to outline

typologies of situations—meaning some combination of product and site characteristics
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(including market performance)—in which NTTP markets may behave in characteristic ways.

For example, is density of market interaction the most important stratifier, or is property

rights regime, or some combination of these?  Field work designed with an eye towards later

cross-site comparability can start to yield some answers.

In order to examine questions of how to maintain, expand, or replicate currently

successful NTTP market activities, research is needed, it was felt, to identify the ingredients

sufficient for launching or expanding NTTP market activities, for example, market links or

managerial skills.  Just as importantly, research needs to locate the sources of these key

ingredients, note which might need to be "imported" from outside rural communities, at least

in the short term, and assess local mechanisms, or "catalysts" for combining the ingredients

for NTTP market success.

NTTP MARKETS—RESEARCH THEMES WITH DEVELOPMENT POLICY IN MIND

Even as the viability of non-timber tree products as tools for development

policy—encompassing the multiple policy objectives driving interest in NTTP markets,

namely, economic growth, poverty alleviation, and improved environmental

management—comes increasingly under scrutiny, the policy environment in which market

research might unfold is shifting.  Forest policies characterized by strict forbiddance of public

forest use are in some places giving way to selective forest use and/or management by non-

state actors; products extracted from forests and marketed successfully are in some places

being domesticated—cultivated away from the forest, where production costs can often be

lowered; and, as trade liberalization and market integration proceed, previously locally
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marketed products are finding their way into national and international markets.  It is amid

such broader market transitions, and with such broadened policy considerations, that the

public sector must find its role in promoting NTTP markets, among a widening array of non-

governmental actors.

To researchers falls the task of effectively informing policy makers about actual or

probable impacts of particular policies or market interventions on the multiple objectives,

given the broad array of actors, including being alert to policies’ unforeseen "spillover" effects

beyond proposed targets, within this rapidly evolving context.  This will involve, participants

argued, researchers keeping policy makers’ and other users’ explicit objectives, including their

weighting of objectives, uppermost in mind in designing and carrying out research.  Perhaps

more fundamentally, though, it will require measuring those impacts, monitoring market

developments and associated environmental and social changes, then sifting through those

data in a search for reliable impact indicators.

In this new policy environment, policy makers asking how to promote NTTP markets

must  explicitly consider where (and when) the public sector ought to intervene directly in the

market, and where (and when) it ought to concentrate on removing obstacles (possibly former

public sector policies, or infrastructure bottlenecks) to market development.  This shift subtly

recasts a second oft asked question for the public sector—what NTTP market(s) to

promote—from how to “pick the winner” (the future success story) among the many NTTPs,

to how to create a “playing field” conducive to the private sector “picking the winners,” via,

for example, establishing clear tenure rights, making the general economic policy environment

more stable and/or predictable, or finding a way to value and incorporate environmental
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 Namely, a) the consequences of market failure or imperfections; b) the central12

importance of who (objectives, skills, and resources at their disposal) and where (local,
regional, national, or international) the primary actors in the NTTP markets are to how
scenarios are likely to "play out"; and c) the idea that a mix of research methods will likely
be required to uncover ingredients for successful development of NTTP markets that will in
turn be likely to include prescriptions for mixes of actors, of policies, and of products
themselves.  

externalities.  The “playing field” policy makers must confront to start with, however, often

involves a complex, seemingly muddled web of interlinked, imperfectly functioning markets.

To researchers, then, will fall the task of identifying which policies, under which

conditions, are the public sector sine qua non’s for establishing that “playing field” so that the

winners, once picked, will fulfill development policy objectives.  This investigation may well

require methods to disentangle the effects of markets for critical inputs to and by-products

from NTTPs (or clusters of similarly behaving NTTPs), on the markets for, and the impacts

of, the NTTPs themselves.

The major themes revisited throughout the workshop  reflect a perceived need to12

design research so as to inform policy.  They point towards the development of new market

research methods that go beyond traditional tools by ensuring measurement of three types of

impact critical to development policy—on economic growth, on poverty alleviation, and on

the environment—as well as by giving new emphasis to understanding the dynamics—in

economic, ecological, and political spheres—behind NTTP markets.
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